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Abstract

We propose a method to restore colonoscopy videos that
have low quality RGB images. The main problem concerns
a time delay occurring in between the recordings of the R,
G and B colour channels. As the camera is moving along in
the colon, sometimes quickly, the resulting images show non
properly matched R, G and B causing blurry effects that im-
pede the medical doctors or computer-aided analysis meth-
ods. We proposed to restore this artefact by first equalizing
the colour channels and then performing a robust camera
motion estimation and compensation. Experimental results
show significant improvements from the original videos.

1. Introduction

Colorectal cancer is the second leading cause of cancer
death in the United States and colonoscopy, by removing
polyps early, is currently one of the best method to reduce
this fatality [12]. Colonoscopy is a minimally invasive en-
doscopic examination of the colon and the distal part of the
small bowel with a fiber optic camera on a flexible tube.
The video is inspected in realtime by the doctors to give a
visual diagnosis (e.g. ulceration, polyps). This procedure
also give the opportunity for biopsy of suspected lesions.

The inspection of such videos can also be done offline,
and computer aided methods are currently developed to as-
sist medical doctors. For instance, in [5], a method is pro-
posed to detect tumors in colonoscopy videos using colour
wavelet covariance and linear Discriminant Analysis. In
[4], the video is used to assess the endoscopist’s skills by
estimating the camera motion. In [8], edge detection and
region growing are used to help the control of the colono-
scope.

Some endoscopic systems use colour chipset cameras,
but monochrome chipsets with successive colour filters are
more commonly used [10]. Monochrome chipset cameras
generate images with the three colour bands that are some-

times temporally desynchronized. This problem is illus-
trated by the image in figure 1. The current procedure
used by doctors to cancel this artefact is to keep the cam-
era steady while they inspect the images.

Figure 1. The image I51 has misaligned colour channels.

The quality of endoscopic screening is of significant con-
cern in the medical community. Large inter-endoscopist
variation in the number of polyps being missed has been
measured in clinical studies [12]. Although no definitive
cause for the high miss rates has been identified, the speed
of camera movement has been suggested as a cause. Our
research is within the context of identifying image quality
artifacts that may be contributory factors to the high inci-
dence of miss rates in endoscopy. We propose to restore
RGB misalignments in colonoscopy videos. Potential ben-
efits of restoring colonoscopy videos include facilitating the
human or computer-aided visual inspection performed on-
line and offline.

2. Colonoscopy videos
The use of electronic imaging for endoscopy has been

around for a long time [2]. The recordings from more recent
cameras have better spatio-temporal resolution and work in
a similar way as described in [2]: a monochrome image is
produced by a black and white chip and is filtered by pulsed
light to an RGB coloured system. This setting explains the
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artefact appearing in the recordings as illustrated in the fig-
ure 1. Because the colour channels of each image is not
recorded at the same time and because the camera is most
of the time moving, the RGB component of the images are
misaligned in the videos.

Figure 2 illustrates the problem: the black oriented curve
symbolised the camera trajectory. As the camera moves (at
changing speed) on this trajectory, the bands Rt−δR

, Gt and
Bt+δB

are recorded at different times and are grouped to
form the image It in the video. Due to the camera motion
in between those recording times, the RGB bands in It are
misaligned.

Figure 2. Modelling the problem: R, G and B components of the
images are recorded at different times and since the camera moves,
at different positions.

Some systems employs colour chips but monochrome
chips are mainly used in the UK [10]. They give better spa-
tial resolution as a 3 chip camera or a bayer filter would
introduce approximations to the spatial/colour resolution.
Also the LED lighting system can only produce white light
through a combination of Red Green and Blue LEDs (there
are no ”white” LEDS). Thus sequential RGB delivers the
best ”static” image quality - which is important clinically.

Colonoscopy videos are recorded in a specific environ-
ment where several damaging events can occur and blur the
images. As spotted in [4], out-of-focus frames usually orig-
inate from a too-close focus into the colon, or because of
substances (e.g. air bubbles) covering camera lens. Hwang
et al. [4] propose to filter out those non-informative frames
before performing any analysis. Using Fourier transform,
they first classify non-informative frames (blurred) from in-
formative ones.

Other artefacts occur in colonoscopy videos such as
missing data. Indeed the nature of the colon and its humid-
ity explain the occurrences of specular effects on its sur-
face: the light projected from the colonoscope is entirely
reflected in some areas of the colon surface. This creates
saturated values (equal to 255) in the colour channels of
the images. Figure 1 presents some specular regions (white
spots). Figure 3 (top) shows the colour channels separately
and the specular regions appear in each of them as white
spots. Note that the position of those regions depends on the
position and the direction of the light on the camera. Since
the three colour channels have not been recorded at the same

time and therefore are likely to not have been recorded at the
same positions, those specular regions do not always appear
as white (but also as reddish or greenish) in the original and
restored frames (see figures 1 and 5). In those specular re-
gions, some of the colour information has been lost.

3. Related works

The misalignment of colour channels in images recorded
by endoscopes has only been tackled by Badiqué et al. [1].
Taking the green channel as the reference frame, they pro-
posed to match the red and the blue channel to it. Phase
correlation is used to estimate locally the motion shift in
between R and G, and B and G. The local shift map is then
used to compensate the R and B to match G.

In [6], chromatic aberrations of lenses that provokes the
colour channels to be mis-aligned are corrected. This aber-
ration is compensated by first calibrating the camera on a
chessboard for each colour channel and then the displace-
ment is estimated and compensated. The displacement in
between RGB is the same for any image recorded by the
same camera, so the calibration has to be performed once.
The green channel is also chosen as the reference colour
as it is midway within the visible spectrum [6]. Calibra-
tion cannot be used in our context since our misalignment
is due to the motion of the camera that is changing and un-
predictable.

In [14], multiplex fluorescence in situ hybridation (M-
FISH), an imaging system to analyse chromosomes, shows
mis-registrations in between the 6 channels recorded by
the microscope which hampers the classification. The mis-
alignment is generated from a combination of sources: lens
distortion w.r.t. wavelength, and mechanical misalignment
(e.g. vibrations) during the registration. An affine transfor-
mation is estimated using mutual information that is com-
putationally expensive to optimize [15].

Motion estimation techniques can be classify into two
categories [13]: frequency domain methods and spatial do-
main methods. The phase correlation method used in [1]
belongs to the first category. It is not robust and limited
by the displacement it can model. In the second category of
methods, we propose to use the motion estimation proposed
in [7] that has real-time potentials and is robust to outliers
(e.g. specular areas). Because a 6 parameter affine camera
motion is a good trade off between complexity and repre-
sentativeness [7], and following [4], we consider a 6 param-
eter affine camera motion model to restore the colonoscopy
videos.



4. A new restoring scheme

4.1. Overview

Considering an original frame It from a colonoscopy
video, it is composed by the three colour channels It =
(Rt−δR, Gt, Bt+δB) recorded at three different times. No
prior hypotheses are assumed about the delays δR and δB
(they can be different and negative). Our framework is
therefore quite general and do not depend on the specifi-
cation of the recording hardware used.

Our restoration method can be described in 3 steps:

1. Colour channels equalization. This first process
transforms Rt−δR and Bt+δB into Rt−δR and Bt+δB

respectively by histogram equalisation with Gt. This
process is detailled in paragraph 4.2.

2. Camera Motion estimation. Considering the
equalised frame It = (Rt−δR, Gt, Bt+δB), the
six parameter camera motion parameters, noted ΘR

t

and ΘB
t , are estimated in between (Rt−δR, Gt) and

(Bt+δB , Gt) respectively. Paragraph 4.3 presents the
robust estimation scheme.

3. Motion compensation. The original image It =
(Rt−δR, Gt, Bt+δB) is compensated and the restored
image is noted Ic

t = (Rc
t−δR, Gt, B

c
t+δB). Rt−δR and

Bt+δB are compensated to align Gt using motion pa-
rameters ΘR

t and ΘB
t respectively.

4.2. Colour channels equalization

One major difficulty of our problem is to put in corre-
spondence the R channel (respectively the B channel) with
the G one. The grey-level content of each channel is differ-
ent. We need to define a transformation so that the R values
(respectively the B values) can be matched with the green
ones. A similar problem arises when restoring flicker in
videos. Flicker corresponds to random variations of bright-
ness in the videos and several modelings have been pro-
posed [9]. In particular, one modelling allows to simply
compute the non-linear transformation from one cumulative
histogram of grey levels to another. It is one of the simplest
and earliest method to equalize the grey level dynamics of
two images [3].

Considering the cumulative histograms CR, CG and CB

of each of the colour channel (Rt−δR, Gt, Bt+δB), the
transfer functions fR (respectively fB) to transform the
grey level values of Rt−δR to match those of Gt (respec-
tively to transform the grey level values of Bt+δB to match
those of Gt) is computed by [3]:{

fR(v) = C−1
G ◦ CR(v)

fB(v) = C−1
G ◦ CB(v)

(1)

fR (respectively fB) is applied to each values of Rt−δR

(respectively Bt+δB). Result of those transformations is
shown in figure 3 (bottom). Grey level values in R51−δR

and B51+δB are more similar to the one in G51.

R51−δR G51 B51+δB

R51−δR G51 B51+δB

Figure 3. Original colour channels of I51 and its equalized com-
ponents R51−δR and B51+δB .

The effect of this equalisation can also be assessed by
computing the histograms of the differences εεε = Bt+δB −
Gt, εεε = Bt+δB−Gt, εεε = Rt−δR−Gt and εεε = Rt−δR−Gt.
Figure 4 presents those histograms for the frame I51. We
can notice that those histograms of differences after equali-
sation are centered on zero. This is a requirement to apply
the motion estimation as explained in the next paragraph.

4.3. Camera Motion Estimation

We only present here the estimation of the displacement
in between Rt−δR and Gt. It is the same process for match-
ing Bt+δB to Gt. In the following, we simplify the notation
replacing ΘR

t by Θ.
The displacement to apply to a pixel at position x =

(x, y) in the image Rt−δR to match Gt is expressed by:

F (x,Θ) =
(

a1 a2

a3 a4

) (
x
y

)
+

(
dx

dy

)
(2)

where the camera motion parameter to estimate is Θ =
(a1, a2, a3, a4, dx, dy). Following [7], Θ is estimated by
maximizing a probability of the form:

Θ̂ = arg max
Θ

{
P(εεε) ∝ exp

[
−1

2

∑
x

ρ

(
ε(x,Θ)

σρ

)]}
(3)

where ε(x,Θ) ' Gt(x) − Rt−δR(F (x,Θ)), ρ is a robust
function and σρ is its scale parameter that controls the re-
jection of outliers in the estimation. More detail on the es-
timation process can be found in [7]. A robust procedure is
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Figure 4. (a) Histograms of the differences εεε = B51+δB − G51

(blue continuous) and εεε = B51+δB − G51 (black dots). (b) His-
tograms of the differences εεε = R51−δR − G51 (red continuous)
and εεε = R51−δR −G51(black dots).

preferred to not be sensitive to outliers that arise when the
content in the two images to match has changed, or when
artefacts occur (e.g. specular areas).

The function ρ is basically reproducing the behaviour of
a centered gaussian distribution when the difference ε(x,Θ)
is inferior to σρ. On the contrary, when the difference
ε(x,Θ) is much larger than σρ, the term is penalized so
that its contribution in the estimation is decreased. We have
chosen a monotone robust function [11]:

ρ(ε) = 2
√

1 + ε2 − 2 (4)

This allows to not penalize too strongly pixels that are not
perfectly matched after the equalization process. Similarly
as in [7], the scale parameter is automatically computed and
is proportional to the Median Absolute Deviation (MAD).

4.4. Restoring the colour frame

Once the displacement ΘR
t and ΘB

t have been esti-
mated, the compensated frames Rc

t−δR and Bc
t+δB are

computed from the original frames Rt−δR and Bt+δB ,
and then rearranged in the restored colour image Ic

t =
(Rc

t−δR, Gt, B
c
t+δB). Figure 5 shows the result of the

restoration for the image I51 (cf. fig. 1). Note that the mis-
alignment in this case was quite important, but is however
properly restored. Missing data in Rc

t−δR and Bc
t+δB may

appear on the edge of the restored frame depending on the
motion compensation. This effect appears in figure 5 where
the bottom and right areas appear green. This is because
the red component has been properly aligned with the green

but there is no knowledge on the red values on those (bot-
tom and right) areas from the original frame Rt−δR. Those
missing values are filled with zeros. One way to improve
the visualisation is to crop the restored frame. Alternatively,
we are currently investigating inpainting methods to resolve
this. Results shown in this article do present those missing
data which allow to appreciate the important displacements
that sometimes arise in colonoscopy videos.

Figure 5. Restored frame Ic
51 of I51.

5. Experimental Results

Example of successful restoration are reported in the fig-
ure 6. For the image I12, the red and green colour channels
are misaligned in the original image (right). The misalign-
ment is corrected in the restored image (left). The motion
compensation between colour channels implies that miss-
ing data may appear on the sides of the restored image. As
already explained for the result in figure 5, the missing data
are filled with zeros. The result of the restoration process
is therefore better appreciated looking at the center of the
images and in particular near the strong edges of the lumen.

It is difficult to assess quantitatively the restoration as
we do not know what is the ground truth in our videos. We
have however assessed our method qualitatively by visual
inspection on more than 200 images coming from different
sequences. We define a failed restoration when the restored
image Ic

t is worse than the original one. Figure 7 shows
two examples: the compensated image I76 is not worse
than the original and is not counted as a failure, but image
I134 is. We assessed that about 10% of the restored frames
are worse than the originals. Most of those failed restora-
tions are explained by the really low quality of the original
images. Those images are blurred or present really weird
colour dynamics (e.g. image I134 in figure 7). It is under-
stood that most of those frames would have been classified
as non-informative in the system presented by Hwang et al.
[4].
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Figure 7. The restoration of the image I76 does not improve the
original image. The restored images Ic

134 and Ic
20 are worse than

the originals and are counted as failed restorations.

6. Conclusion and Future directions

We have presented a new method to restore frames from
colonoscopy videos that present a misalignment in their
colour channels. This artefact is due to a delay in between
the recordings of the different channels and the camera mo-
tion inside the colon creates the misalignments. Experimen-
tal results show that our method works well and mainly fails
when the quality of the images is very low. It is not sure
at that stage that those images could have been improved
by any process. It is therefore believed that any computer-
aided analysis of colonoscopy videos would benefit from
this restoration performed at an early stage.

Future work aims at understanding the exact recording
process performed in those colonoscopy video. Indeed our
last observations show that the closest red and blue compo-
nents to the green Gt may be found in the previous frame

It−1 or the next It+1 and not in the current frame It. This
may help to limit the missing data arising from the motion
compensation step.
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Figure 6. Successful restorations: the left images are the restored frames and the right ones are the originals.


